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1. Introduction 

Random walks associated with subgroups of an infinitly many free product G of Z/2Z bring us various 
samples of algebraic central limit theorems. Let F;,o-; be a copy of Z/2Z and its generator o-. Taking the left 
regular representation of G on 12(G), n. pair (A,</>) of a group •-algebra A of G and a tracial state¢(·) := (·o.,6,) 
is considered an algebraic probability space, where o, is a characteristic function of the unit e of G. 

It is well-known fact that the limit distribution under </> associated with a discrete Laplacia.n 

0"1 + 0"2 + • · · + O"N 

./N 
converges to the Wigner semi-circle law t;X[-2 ,21 ✓4 - .:2dz, of which limit process has a. free Fock representation 

lim ¢ ((1 + o-2 :-w·. + O"N )"') = ((A1 + A)"'l, 1), N-+oo N 

where Al a.nd A a.re ca.nonical creation a.nd annihilation operators actiong on an 1-mode free Fock space r(C) 
with a cyclic element 1. · 

Let us take a. sequence { w;; := o-;o-; I i f, j}. The assymptotic beha.vior of a Laplacian 

l L w;; 
JN(N - 1) 1:fi¢j:,N 

under </> is grasped as a special case ,\ = l of a Fock representation 

((A1 +A+>.Pyn1,1), 

where Pis a projection orthogonal to the vacuum 1, that coinsides with a representation obtained in the studies 
of Haagerup state [14] a.nd [2], [3] where the concept of the singleton independence was investigated. Starting 
with a partial sum 

1 
S2 (,,N) := ,Iv I: 

1$:i<j$.N 
i'5.mu:{-yN,1} 

(w;; + w;;) 

where vis a constant so that ¢(S2(,,N)) = 1, the limit process has a representation, for instance, if "I equals 
to a constant O $ a $ 1, 

Ji!'oo 4>(S2(,,N)"') = ( ( J2 : 0(A1 +A+P)+ ✓~ =:(xi +X + yt + Y + Q +R))"' 1,1) 

on a 4-mode Fock spacer, a free product of four 1-mode Fock spaces, where A,Al,X,Xl,Y,Yt are canonical 
creations and annihilations and P,Q,R are projections orthogonal to 1 with certain mutual relations (section 
4). 

Considering sequences such as {w;;k = o-;o-;o-k I i,j,k: diffrent each other} drives us into a.nether general
ization. The asymptotic behavior of 

JN(N- l)(N - 2) 
L tDijk 

1'5:.i,j,J:.'5.N 
;,;,, : different each other 

has a representation 

(((A1)3 + B 1 + B + A3 )"'1, 1) 

on a. 1-mode Fock space, where A I and A a.re canonical creation and a.nnihilation operators, Bl and B are 
'conditional' creation and annihilation ones, which kill the vacuum 1, acting on the subspace orthogonal to 1 
where Al= Bl and A= B hold. (The term 'conditional' is borrowed from the significa.nt paper [7].) 

fThit work i., supported by JSPS Research Fdlow. 
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Throughout this study, the lattice path counting works effectively, which gives exact solutions to moment 
problems associated with some of these limit processes, with the help of the reflection method ( e.g. [16)) and 
residue calculi. In the case of the last sample, a residue 

1 - %6 
f(t) := Re•,=o 1 1 

(1-t(z 3 +z+ ;+ ~))z 

gives the moment generating function F(t) = 1/(1 - t2 f(t)). 
The aim of this study is to collect samples of algebraic central limit theorems for detecting new concepts of 

independences in the sense of the algebraic probability theory, in a category of 'non-free' algebra. Such researchs 
on relations between the independences and algebraic relations will bring us interpolative concepts from the 
classical independence to the free independence. It is au important work to interpret these samples iu tenns of 
interacting Fock spaces [1], giving us a united understanding of algebraic central limit theorems. 

2. The Wigner semi-circle law on •Z/2Z 

Let F, and 17; be a copy of Z/2Z and its generator respectively. Taking the left regular representation ,r 
of G = •F., an infinitly many product of F;'s, a pair (A,~) of a group •-algebra A of G and a tracial state 
~(·) := (•o.,o,) is considered an algebraic probability space, where o, is a characteristic function of the unite 
of G. 

To obtain the algebraic central limit theorem with respect to freely independent elements 17/s, 

S (N) ·- 171 + 172 + • · · + 17N 
1 .- ,/N ' 

let us observe the action of each terms ,r(u,,),r(17;,) .. •ir(17;,.}/( ,/N)m on o., in an expansion of 

( ,r(ui) + ,r(172¼ · .. + ,r(uN))"' 

(abbreviate ,r, the rest). Since 17,'s are algebraic free, only the terms with the subindices forming a non-crossing 
pair partition survive in the limit N • oo. For a term O"i1 • • • u;'", the rule 

O" ;_ +--) "'' 

O'iJa -f---+ '\., and 

u;,. +-+ ./, if 10';,.u;_.+1 ·••CT;_I < lui,+1 ·••O'i,nl, 

gives a correspondence of the terms 17;, , .. 17,_ to sequences,/•··'\. of up-down arrows, where 117;1 ... 17,_J 
denotes the reduced length of the product. Such a sequence <1 · · · <m of arrows <, ='\. or ,/ satisfies 

#{i J <;='\.,I::$ i :$ m}:::: #{i J <; =,/,k :$ i :$ m}, fork> 1 and 

#{i I<, ='\.,l $ i $m} =#{i I<; =,/,1 $i $m}, 

which is called a •equence of Catalan type here. 'll ( <1 • .. <m) denotes the heightof <1 • .. <m defined as '11 (<1 .. • <m) 
= 111(<1) + ···+111(<m) where 111('\.) = +1 and 111(,/) = -1. Then, a sequence<1·"<m is of Catalan type if 
and only if '11 { •• • • • <m) :::: 0 (k > 1) and '11 ( <1 • • • <m) = 0 hold. The number of terms of corresponding to a 
sequence <1 • • · <m of Catalan type is 

N(N- l)··•(N-~ + 1); 

of order 0(( ,/N)m), allowing an expression 

( 
0-1 + 172 + " • + O"N ) M,,. := Ji!'oo ~ ( ,IN )m = #{sequence <1 •••Em of up-down arrows of Catalan type}. 

Taking '\. for a creation and ,/ for an annihilation, the right hand side coinsides with a Fock representation 

((A1 + A)"'l,1), 

where A I and A are canonical creation and annihilation operators respectively actiong on an 1-mode free Fock 
space r( C) with a cyclic element 1. 

A sequence <1 • · • <2m of up-down arrows of Catalan type corresponds to a Catalan path: a minimal path on 
a lattice Z2 from (0,0) to (m,m) laying under the diagonal line y =., + 1. The reflection method (cf. [16][22]) 
shows that the number of Catalan paths with length 2m equals to 

#{ minimal path from (0, 0) to (m, m) } - #{ minimal path from (-1, 1) to (m, m) }, 
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which is eqivalent to 

[z0 ] (z+ ¼f-[z2 ] (z+ ~r 
= [z0 ] (z + ¼f -[z-2] (z + tr 
= constant tenn in (1- z2 ) (• + ½) m 

= Jle••=O { (1 ~ zl) (z + ~r} I 
where [z1 ]/(z) denotes a coefficient of ,.1e in a Laurent series /(z). Then a residue calculus gives the moment 
generating function 

1- z2 

Re•,=o (1-t(z+~))z 

1-J'f=Ttf 
2t2 

As the Cauchy transform of the limit distribution µ associated with S1 ( N) equals to 

! (!) _ t - ./t2 - 4 
t 1 f - 2 I 

the Stieltjes inversion formula ( c/.[5]) yields the Wigner law 

dµ = z~X(-2,21 ✓4 - z2ck. 

3. Folding of free elements I 

Let us consider elements w,; := u;u; (i i j), which arc not free each other. A noticeable difference from 
the previous section is that, in some cases, a muliplication by w;; fixes the reduced length of a product, e.g., 
lw12to2SI = lu1u,I = 2 = lto2sl, Thus, an observation of the action of a product to;,;, ·••w,_;_ on 5. allows a 
correspondens of such a product to a sequence of symbols '\, ,/ and ~ by way of the rule 

tDi ... j... t--J, ,, 

Wi•iit +---t .._, 

w,.;. ~ ✓, 

if lwi,_;. Wii+d•+i · · · Wi,,.;,,. I > lwi•+ti•+t · · · 'Wi,,.;"" I, 
if lwi_.;.w••+1i•+t ·••UJi_; ... I = lwi•+d•+i ·••Wi_;,..I, 

if lw,,;.wi1;+1i•+1 ·••Wi,..j .... l < lw••+d•+t ·••Wi,..; ... 1-
By definition, for a product w,.;, • • • w,_;_, 

q,( w;,;, · .. w,_;_) = 1 

and 

holds provided that the sequence i1i1 • · · i.,j., of subindiccs forms a non-crossing pair partition with ii f ii 
(k = 1, ... , m), and as seen in the previous section, only such products survive in the limit N • oo. Those 
products correspond to sequences <1 • • • <m of symbols '\, ,/ and ~ of Catalan type with inner singleton, [2]: 
Definition 3.1. A sequence <, .. , <m of symbols '\, ,/ and - is called Catalan type with inner ,inglcton, 
provided that 

(i) the rest sequence ••• • • • •;• removed all ~ '• from , 1 • • • <m is of Catalan type. 
(ii) '12(<1+1 · · ·<m) > 0 holds if <i =-, where '12(<1 · • ·<m) denotes the heightof<1 • • •<m defined as 112(<1 • • •<m) 

=1)2(<1)+···+'12(<m), '12('\) = +2,'12(/) = -2andl)2(~) =0. ~ is called an inner singleton here. 
Since the number of terms in an expansion of 

S2(N)"' := 1 L w;; ( )

m 

✓N(N - 1) l'.,i,tj$N 
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corresponding to the same sequence , 1 • • • <m of Catalan type with inner singletons, which is equivalent to 
nothing but the number of sequences i,i, · · • imim of subindices forming non-crossing pair partitions with 
i, ,ft j, (k = 1, ... ,m), equals to 

the m-th moment has an expression 

N~oo 4>(S2(N)"') = #{sequence <1 · · · <m of Catalan type with inner singletons}. 

A I, A and P denote a creation, an annihilation and a projection othogonal to the vacuum 1 rcspecticely, acting 
on an I-mode free Fock space r(C). Then, taking"\, ✓ and~ for Al, A and P respeclively yields a Fock 
representation for assymptotic behavior of S2(N): 
Theorem 3.2. 

lim 4>((~ L w,;)"')=((A'+A+P)ml,1). 
N-+oo N(N - 1) l$•#i$N 

In the investigation of the Haagerup state [2], a general representation 

((Al +A+ AP)ml, 1) 
with a parameter A. A description 

m-2 

((Al+ A+ AP)ml, 1) = L #{•, •· •<m : of Catalan type with k inner singletons}• A1 

l=O 

is connected with a lattce path counting on Z2 by way of the rule 

"\ +-+ fl+: (z,y) • (z + 1,y) • (z + 2,y), 

✓ +-+ {l_ : (z,y) • (z,y + 1) • (z,y + 2) and 

~ +-+ Oo: (z,y) • (z,y+l) • (z+I,y+l). 

A sequence •• • • • ,,.. of Catalan type with inner singletons corresponds to a lattice path w1 ··•Wm from (0, 0) 
to (m, m) which consist of moves O+, {l_ and 0 0 , walking under the line y = :i: + 1 without accrossing the 
diagonal y = z. Let I be the largest number that 172(<1 • • • <m) = 0 holds, then by definition, <m ="\, •1 =✓ 
and 2 $ I $ m. In the part <1+1 • • • <m-i, ~•s occur with no restrictions: only Definition 3.1 (i) holds, 
named of Catalan type with 1ingleton1. The corresponding path W1+1 •·•Wm-I lays under the line y = z without 
accrossing the line y = :i: - 1, connecting (2,0) with (m - I+ 1, m - l - 1). Putting 

m-2 

Fm := L#{•1···<m: ofCatalantypewithkinnersingletons}·A1 and 

•=• 
m 

/m := L #{ <1 · · · <m of Catalan type with k singletons } • A k, 

the decomposition 

implies a recurrence formula 

(3.1) 
m-2 

Fm = L F1-ifm-l-1t 
l=O 

which is nothing but a conditional momcnt-cumulant formula [7] with a cumulant R2 (✓,"\) = 1. Since ~•s 
have no restrictions in the sequence <1 • · • <m of Catalan type with singletons, it follows that 

#{ <1 • • • <m : of Catalan type with k singletons } 

= (7)#{<1 ···<m-k : of Catalan type} 

= (7). ( 
l)m-l 

constant term in ( 1 - z2) z + ; 
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Hence 

"' ( ) ( 1)"'-• f,,. L 7 >.• · constant term in (1 - z2 ) z +-;-
i=O 

constant term in (1 - z2 ) ( z +; + >.)"' 

Res,=•{ (1~z') (z+ ;+>.f}· 
Then the generating function 

is given by 

00 

t(tJ ,= I: t,,.t"' 
m=O 

f(t) f:
0 
Re•,=• { (1 ~ z') (z +; + >.r} t"' 

Re••=• ( (1-t(::r +>.))z) 

1 - >.t - J((H 2)t - 1)((>.-2)t - 1) 

2t2 

In view of (3.1), the generating function 

"" 
F(t) := L F,,.t"' 

rn=O 

has a function&! equation 

F(t) - 1 = t2 /(t)F(t), 

and hence 

1+ >.t - J((H 2)t - 1)((>.- 2)t - 1) 
F(t) = 2(.\ + t)t . 

The Cauchy transform G(t) of the distributionµ~ associated with the operator Al+ A+ >.P under the tracial 
state (•l, 1) is given by 

G(t) 

(3.2) 

}F(D 
t + >.- ✓(>. + 2 - t)(>. - 2 - t) 

2(1 + >.t) 

Again, the Stieltjes inversion formula yields a. non-symmetric deforma.tion of the semi-circle law: 

Theorem 3.3. The distributionµ~ associated with the operator Al+ A+ .\P under the traci&i state (•l, l} is 
given by 

where 

(3.3) 

for any .\ E R. 
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Remark. In the study of Haagerup state [15], the same distribution (3.3) is obtained only for -1 $ ,\ $ 0. 
Moreover, a coordinate exchange 

t=l+,\z aud /3 = ,\' 
give a conneclion with the free Poisson distribution ( cf. [7]) 

where 

1rpJJ = { 
(1 - /3)00 + irpJJ, 0 $ /3 $ 1, 

1 $ /3, 

1 ✓4/3-(t-1-/3)2 
~X[(1-✓i!)•,(1+v'll)•J(t) t dt 

-\'dµ:,.. 

According to a relation between the Cauchy transform of a distribution and its orthogonal polynomials 
( c/.[32]), a continued fractional expression 

g(t) = C2 
t - b1 - ---.....::.~--

t - b, - CJ 
t-b3---• 

of the Cauchy transform of a measure induces recurrence rdations among its monic orthogonal polynomials 
{Pn(t)}, 

Po(t) = 1, P1(t) = t - b1, 

Pn(t) = (t - bn)Pn-1(!} -C..Pn-2(t) (n <! 2). 

In the case of G(t) in (3.2), a direct calculation gives an unfavorable expression ( c/.(7]) 

1 
G(t) = l+-\t 

t+,\- 1+-\t 
t+,\- t+,\- ... 

however, a small trick removes the difficulty. Note that G(t) is a solution of a quadratic equation in G, 

(3.4) (t + ,\ - (1 + At)G)G = 1. 

Put (1 + ,\l)G(t) = og(t) + /3 where a and /3 are constants, and suppose that g(t) is a solution of 

(3.5) (t-b-cg)g=l 

which implies g(t) has a suitable continued fractional expression 

1 
g(t) = C 

t-b- C 

t-b- t-b-·--

Substitution of g into (3.4) and comparison with (3.5) give the solution 

a= 1, /3 = ,\, b = ,\ and c = 1, 

hence 
1 

g(t)=t--\-g(t) 1 
t-,\- 1 

t-,\- t-,\-, .. 

G(t)- _I_ - 1 
- t - g(t) - 1 

t- 1 
t-,\- t--\-··· 

Thus, the monic orthogonal polynomials associated with dµ:,. arc determined by 

Po(t) = 1, P1(t) = t, 
Pn(t) = (t - ,\)Pn-1 {t) - Pn-2(t) (n <! 2), 
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with the Jacobi parameters [l) 

(3.6) OJ =01 

Wn. =} 

Y. H.:1.1hi1noto 

On= A (n 2: 2), 

(n 2: 1), 

which declares that Theorem 3.2 gives nothing but an interacting Fock representation with the Jacobi param
eters (3.6). 

4. Folding of free elements II 

Let us start with a partial sum of S,(N), 

1 
S2(,,N) := .Ju L (w;;+w;;) 

l,Si<j$_N 
i~mair:{-rN,l} 

where ti denotes the variance ti= 7N((2-7)N-l) so that ¢,(S2(,,N)2 ) = 1. Contrast to the previous section, 
the asymmetricity on the subindices ca.uses more rich phenomena., depending on the growth rate of 7 to N. We 
observe the three cases: 

(A) ,N = 1, 
(B) -,N • oo a.nd 7 • 0 as N • oo, 
( C) 7 equals to a constant O $ a $ l. 

A product w,.;, • · · Wi.,.j.., is connected with a sequence Et ···Em of symbols ~, ~, ~, V, U, U, !/., ~o 
and ~ by way of the following rule: 

1Di.,.j.., <f-+ ~ 1 if im s; 7N < im, 
Wi.,.j.,. +---+ ~, if im :$ '"(N < im, 

w,,..;,.. ~ ~, if im,im. ~ 7N, 

w,,;. f--4 ~o, if !w,,.;.w,•+li•+a ·••wi...,.;.,.I > lwi1i+d.tH •··w,.,.;MI, 
w,,;. f--4 v, .if lw,.;.w;•+do+, •••w;_;_I = lw••+d•+• •••w;_;_I, and 

Wi•j• f--4 !(o, if lw,.;. Wi•+1i•+1 · • · Wi,..; ... I < lw••+d•+t · · · w,,..j_ I, 

Wi•i• f--4 ~' if lw,.;,. Wi.1i+1i•+1 · · · 'Wi-,,..; ... I > l10••+ii•+1 · · · w,...._; .... I, 
w,,;. f--4 V if lw,.;. w,,.+d•+t · · · w,.,.; ... I = lwt,+d•+t • · · w, ... ; ... I, and 

w,.;,. f--4 !(., if lw,,.;. w,•+d•+1 ... w, ... ; ... I < lw••+d•+i .. -w,"'; ... I, 

w,.;,. f--4 ~' if lw,.;. Wi•+ti•+i ... w, .... ; ... I > lw••+d.1:+1 ... w,..,; ... I, 
Wi•j• f--4 

.. -, if lw,.;,. w;•+d•+t • • • w,.,.; ... I = lwi.i..+d•H • • • w, ... ; ... I, and 

w,.;,. f--4 ~, if !tu;,.;, Wi•+d•+s · · • 'Wi_; ... I < lw;•+ii•H · · · w;,..;_ I-
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Consider an action of the symbols ~, ~, :-__•, V, V, V, ~, ~o and ~. on a sequence 1< = 1<1 • • • l<m of 
o's and o's given by 

~ox.=•o", ~·1'..=0•K., :-.:x.=••", 

~ 1 =•o, ~ 1 = oe, ~ 1 = •• , ~ 0 = ~ 0 = ~ 0 = o, 

UK= { 
•x.2•••1tm, if X.1 = o, 

1/.1<={ 

IC.3•••K.m, if tt11'2 = oe, 

0, otherwise, 0, otherwise, 

U1<= { 
OK2•••1tm., if "1 = ., ~-I<={ 1'3 •·•Km, if t-.:1 x.2 = eo, 

o, otherwise, o, otherwise, 

VK= { 
J<, jf 1"] = ., ~-I<={ 1'3 •••J(m, jf K.11C.2 = •• , 

o, otherwise, o, otherwise, 

where O is a fixed point of all symbols and 1 an initial point. The reduction rule among w,;'s, such as 
10101110 2 = u 1u2, is reflected fajthful]y in the above rule. The equation w,.;, ••·w;_;_ = e corresponds to 
<1 •··<ml= 1 particularly. 112(<1 •··<m) denotes the height of £1 •··<m given as the length of the sequence 
<1 ···<ml of o's and o's, putting the length of 1 = 0 and that of O = -oo. 

The action of the symbols produces a direct combinatorial expression on a free Fock space. Let r = I'(a, b, z, y) 
be a unital algebra over C freely generated by a, b, z, y with the unit 1, taken for a free product of four 1-mode 
Fock spaces, r = I'(Ca) • f(Cb) • f(Cz) • f(Cy), equipped with a canonical inner product. An interpretation 

••++a, oo tt b, eo Hz, 

induces operators Af,A,P,Xf,X,Yf,Y,Q,R corresponding to•"'• 
respectively, acting on r, under the rule defined below: for u E r, 

oo +t y, 

t Au={ u', ifu=au', u'er, 
A u = au, 0, otherwise, 

t { u' if u = zu', u' E r, 
X u = zu, Xu = o,' otherwise, 

Yiu= yu, Yu= { ~:• ~t~e~~: u' Er, 

Pau = au, Pbu = O, Pzu = zu, 

Qzu = bu, Qyu = 0, Qou = yu, 

Rzu = 0, Ryu = au, Rau = O, 

4.1. The case of (A): ,N = 1. 

Pyu =0, 

Qbu = o, 
Rbu=zu, 

Pl =0, 

Ql = O, 

Rl =0. 

Since a morphism wi; • g; (and then, w., • gi"1 ) yiclda an isomorhism from the subgroup of G = •Z/2Z 
generated by {wu} to a group freely generated by {g;}, S2(1/N,N) induces the free central limit theorem. A 
1-mode Fock representation is given by 

Nli.!°00 ,p(S2 (1,N r) ={(Al+ A)ml, 1), 

4.2. The case of (B): ,N > 1 and , --t 0 as N--+ oo. 
An effect of folding free clements appears, however, the asymmetricity on the subindices causes a difference 

from the previous section. Consider a product Wz•'°•h"'b = e with a, b :;; ,N and z ~ N. This type of products 
have no contribution to the limit distribution, as the number of such indices (a,b,z) has smaller order than 
,/if. This observation shows that a product w;.;, --•w;_;m containing a factor w,.;. with ik,ik $ ,N has no 
contribution in the limit N • oo, exactly, 

Lemma 4.1. For a. equation £1 •··Eml = 1, let TN be the number of products w,.;, •••w,_;_ = e of w,;'• 
(1 $ i ,/ j ~ N) corresponding to £1 • • • •m• Then, 

if k > 0, 

(t.r. if k = O, 
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where k denotes the total number of ~ 's, V's and ~ 's appear in <1 · · • <m• 

Proof. By definitions, the number of choice of subindices i,j,'s assymptotica.lly equals to 

(-yN)'i-((1--y)N)"'?(-yN)l, 

hence the assertion. 

As a result, a Fock representation on r(a,b,:z:,y) is obtained. 

D 

Theorem 4.2. The assymptotic behavior of S2 (-y,N) with-yN > 1 and -y -t Oas N -too has a representation 
on the Fock space r(a,b,:z:,y), 

rf!'oo ,t,(S2 (-y,N)m) = ( (~(Xf +X + yt + Y +Q+R)r 1,1). 
Suppose that <1 · • • <,,.1 = 1 holds. Like the innner singletons, 0---''s and •J's occur only at the height 

> O, however, by definition, V and V should appear pairwise at the same height, which brings us another 
combinatorial description. Let us consider the Fock space r(a,b,:z:,y) defined above. Putting z = (:z: + y)/,/2 
and c =(a+ b)/,/2, the action of zt =XI+ YI, Z = X + Y and O = Q + R is given by 

ztu = ,/2zu, Zzu = v'2u, Ozu = cu, Ocu = zu (u E r(a,b,:z:,y)). 

Hence we have 

( (~(X1 +X + yt + Y +Q+ R)) m 1,1) = ((zt +z + ~O)ml.1) 

Let us consider more general situation 

((Z1 + Z + .>.o)ml, 1) 
with a parameter ).., which is connected with the weighted walks, starting the origin 1 and returning there after 
m-step, on an induced subgraph of the binary tree. (The weights are given in the figuer below.) 

C 

z 

Let F,,. be the number of m-step walks leaving and returning to 1, allowed reaching 1 several times in the 
middle of the walks. Samely let / m be the number of m-step walks leaving and returning to z without reaching 
1, allowed reaching z several times in the middle of the walks. By the self-similarity of the graph, one has for 
m 2: 2, 

m-2 

f,,. L (/1, + )..F1,)fm-1<-2, 
•=0 
m-2 

F,,. = L J,.F,,._,._,, 
•=0 

where /o = F0 = 1. Putting the moment functions, F(t) = I;,,. F,,.t"' and /(t) = I;,.. f,,.t"', one has 

f(t) - 1 t2(/(t) + >,.F(t))f(t), 

F(t) - 1 = t2 F(t)2 • 

Hence 
>,.'t2 F(t)' + (1 - >,.2 )12 F(t) 2 - F(t) + 1 = 0, 
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and the Cauchy transform G(t) of the distribution dµ.A associated with Theorem 4.2 is given as a solution of 

>.2tG(t)' + (1 - >.2 )G(t)2 - tG(t) + 1 = O. 

Remark. Putting ).2 = 1/2, dµ.A coinside with the distribution in Bzamp/e, 1.5 {1.16) and {1.17) of [23), up 
to the variance, where the anti-commutation ab + ba of semi-circle elements a, b which are free each other is 
observed. Indeed what we have done in the case of (B) is a calculation of the anti-commutation of semi-circle 
elements. Intuitively, this is because, in the limit we have 

S ( N) ("' + ... + U-,N) ("-rN+I + • •' + O'N) ("-rN+I + • · • + O'N) ("' + .. • + U-,N) 
2 "1, ~ ,nN ,IN + ,IN ,nN ' 

which is noting but the anti-commutation of semi-circle elements that are free each other. 

4.3. The case of ( C): "1 equals to a constant O $ a $ 1. 
hi this case, such a product WuWdWbr with a,b $ 7N and 7N < z,y $ N contributes to the limit 

distribution; the symbols ~, V and :1/. appear. 

Lemma 4.3. For a equation•• ... ,,,.1 = 1, Jet TN be the number of products w;,;. .. •W;m;_ = e of w;;'s 
(1 $ i ,j, j $ N) corresponding to , 1 • • • ,,,.. Then, 

TN ( a )t(l-a)~ 
rf!'oo (vv)"' = 2 - a 2 - a 

where k denotes the total number of~••, V's and :1/.'s appear in , 1 ... ,,,.. 

Proof. Just repeat the proof of Lemma 4.1 in the case of (C). D 
Then, again aFock representation on r(a,b, z,y) is in hand, which interpolates the distributions in Theorem 

3.2 and Theorem 4.2. 

Theorem 4.4. The assymptotic behavior of S2 (1, N) with 7 =constant a {O $ a $ 1) has a representation on 
the Fock space r(a,b,z,y), 

Nli!100 t/>((S2("1,N))"') = ( ( ✓2 : 0 (A1 +A+P)+ ✓!=:(X1 +X +Y1 +Y+Q+R))"' 1,1 )· 

5. Multi-folding of free elements 

In the previous sections, we saw that the double folding of free clements gives samples for conditionally 
free central limit theorems. However multi-folding of free elements suggests more general concept of indepen
dence. For instance, let us consider elements 10;;1 := u;o-;u1 (i ,j, j I k I i). Note that the difference of 
reduced length of 10;.;,1, w;,;,1, • .. w,_;_1_ and w;,;,•, • • •w;m;_km equals to ±3 or ±1. Then, for a product 
w;,;.1, • • • 10;m;_1m, one associate a sequence of symbols A I, A, Bt,B's by way of the rule 

w;ffi;_1_ - A1, 

tu;.;.1. ~ A1, if lwi,,;.•.w1.+ii,+ik•+1 ·••1V;,..;,..1,..l- lw1.,+1;,+1k,+1 ·••tDi,.;,..1,..I = +3, 

Wi,.;,•. +----+ B1, if lwi.;,.1r.wi,+ti•+i.A:,+1 ··•'Wi,..;.,.1c,..I - lwi.+1j,.+1 .A:.+i •· •w,,..; .... 1c"'I = +1, 

w;,;,1:, +----+ B, if !w;,;,1c,wa,+1 ;,+1 •,+1 ·••Wi,,.;'"•"'I - Jwi,+d,+it,+1 ·••Wi,..j"''""' = -1, and 
w;.;,.•. -t----+ A, if Jw,,;.,,w,,+d•+•••+i · · •10;,..;,.•.,.I - lwi•+•i•+•'•+t ·· ·to;,.;,..Ji:,..J = -3. 

Suppose lhat 10;.;,1, • · •w;m;mkm = e, that is the sequence of sub indices id1k1 ·· •imj,,.k,,. forms a 11011 

crossing pair partition, which implies m is to be an even number. Let €1 • • • <,,. be the corresponding sequence 
of A I, A, Bl, B defined above. By definitions, snch a sequence <1 • • • <m corresponds to a restricted Catalan path 
on Z2 from (0,0) to (3lm/2J,3Lm/2J) in the following way: each symbol<, is taken for a three step walk, 

A1 - fiH: (z,y)-+ (z + l,y)-+ (z + 2,y)-+ (z + 3,y), 

B 1 - n+1:(z,y)-+(z,y+l)-+(z+l,y+l)-+(z+2,y+l), 
B - n_,: (z,y)-+ (z,y+l)-+ (z,y+2)-+ (z+ l,y+2) and 

A - n_,: (z,y)-+ (z,y + 1)-+ (z,y + 2)-+ (z,y + 3), 

and the corresponding lattice path consists of the walks fi±s and n±,, walking under the line y = :i: + 1 with 
out accrossing the diagonal y = a:. Note that the walks n+I and fi_1 may start only from the trianguler areas 
under the line y = ., - 1 and y = :i: - 2 respectively. 
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Let us observe the assymptotic beha.vior of 

1 
S3(N) := ---;,s=c==~=~ L w,;k• 

✓N(N - l)(N -2) ,s,,;,;#¢i~N 

From the argument a.hove, it is easily seen that all odd moments vanish a.nd the 2m-th moment has an expression 

Ji~.., <f,(S3 (N)1m) = #{Catalan path on Z2 from (0,0) to (3m,3m) consisting of O±S,0±1 }. 

Summing up, we have an combinatorial description. 

Theorem 5.1. Let Al and A be canonical crea.tion and annihilation operators ou a 1-mode Fock space r(C), 
and Bl and B be opera.tors killing the vacuum 1, acting on the subspa.ce orthogonal to 1 where At = Bl and 
A= B holds. Then the assymptotic beba.vior of Ss(N) has a combinatorial description 

lim <f,(S,(N)m) = / ((A 1)3 +Bl+ B + A')ml, 1) . 
N • oo \ r(C) 

Remark. According to [7], Jacobi parameters associated with conditionally free central limit distributions are 
of the form 

w, = p, Wn = q (n ;=:: 2), an = 0 (n ~ 0). 

Contrast to the conditionally free case, above example has aperiodic Jacobi parameters, 

"'' = 1, "'• = 3, "'• = 6, "'• = 8/3, "'• = 217/48, ... , 
an= 0 (n ~ 0). 
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